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BACKGROUND

SEEING AND RESOLVING THE WASTE

For years, teammates in Atrium-University Hospital had to work through a chaotic arrangement of materials for ‘unloading, receiving in the system, sorting
and staging needed supplies for delivery. Teammates from other departments
had to dodge their way to work through the maze of pallets loaded with supplies that clogged hallways. The space available for all supplies at AtriumUniversity was a 20’x30’ room, less than 1/10th the space at other facilities. Despite all the obstacles, the team delivered the needed goods, albeit under
severe handicaps and ‘clogged arteries’. The Dock was constantly flooded with
carts, trays, products and supplies from and for many different departments. A
decision was made to institute 5S along with a FLOW Rapid Improvement
Event to create a Work Environment conducive to high performance with removal of obstacles, barriers, smoothing the material flow to a more manageable state… and unclogging the arteries.

How 5S and Process Flow Analysis helped to maximize gains.

Support: EVS, Food Services, Maintenance, Facilities Management, OR,
Materials Resource Management,
Lean Leaders

SOLUTION (if we do this...)

FUTURE STATE (we can expect...)

Reduce the # of Touches to 2 (1 for receive,
2 for stage)

We’ll see a 33% reduction overall Receiving
Time and eliminate need to stage in the
Employee Entrance hallway

Eliminate the movement of DC materials
in, out and back in to Receiving

Overall DC processing Lead Time could be
reduced by 20–30 minutes

Have set locations for DC incoming
materials to break down

Walking distance will be reduced by 50%

Combine Receiving with Stage for Delivery for
outside Distributor materials

Overall Lead Time from Unload to Receipt to
Stage for Delivery could be reduced by 10–15%

Get Distributors to bring shipment directly to
SET Drop Points

Cycle Times from Unload to Stage (DC) and
Unload to Receive could be reduced by 20%

TEAM UP with our customers & suppliers to
simplify positioning of materials and keep
the area clean

We’ll have a clean/functioning Dock, and
customers will get their stuff on time.
Teammates get a happier workplace they
are proud of

The team above learned and implemented 5S/Flow, working tirelessly in
a cause they believed which resulted
in dramatic improvements not only
for the department but for the whole
hospital.

In order to accomplish the above, we needed to SEE the WASTE in the Flow.
5S, Waste Observations, and process flow analysis were vital in enabling the
team to SEE where the WASTE was, eliminate or simplify steps in the process
and make huge improvements. Note the diagrams below … and SEE the difference!!!

PROCESS FLOW—CURRENT STATE

FUTURE STATE MAP

In addition, the Team obtained extraordinary cooperation among suppliers,
partners and customers to alleviate the stress, issues, and congestion of materials both on the Dock and in the Receiving Unit.

THE DOCK

RECEIVING

STAGING

Required Receiver to get pallet and place
all cartons on pallet

Why is it taking so long?

There’s no room at the Inn so we have to
put it all here?

Multiple Depts + No Standard =
Disorganized Chaos

Can someone help me? Please?!!!

OR CASE CART STAGING

5S Implementation

Nice walkway! Talk about Safety hazards!

KEY SUCCESSES
The Team’s successes included:
1. Unclogging the arteries within the hallways, dock and inside the Material
Resource Rooms. The reaction from teammates: “are you moving”? They
couldn’t believe the huge difference in appearance and they could walk
without fear of tripping or bumping into fellow teammates.
2. Moving materials directly from RECEIPT to Area of Use unlike most Resource Management sites which had huge stockrooms stockpiled for replenishment to Areas of Use.
3. Reduced Case Cart Staging by 28 min from 36 to 8 minutes
4. With the 5S we are now essentially able to get straight to work just adding
packs, and the first essential items to each case.
5. SAFETY improved tremendously as did Teammate Morale!!!
Standardizing/Maintaining Improvements

SUPPLY STAGING FOR DELIVERY

Desired Improvement/
Output

Metric

Current
Target
Performance Performance

RIE
Result

5S Score

5S Audit
Sheet

21

≥95

# of Safety Issues

Quantity in #
of issues each

36

0

0

Cycle Time to Receive
a Package

Time
(min/sec)

3:51

3:00

2:38

Number of Material
Stoppages/Delays/
Repositioning from
UNLOAD to FINAL STAGE
for Delivery

Quantity in #
of times each

>5

2

1

Process Time from
Unload Shipment @ Dock
of non-DSC Goods to
Receive Goods into System
to Staging Goods
for Delivery

Avg Time
(min/sec)

79.5

29

28

Process Time from
Unload/Drop DSC Shipment
in MRM to Staging Goods
for Delivery

Avg Time
(min/sec)

194

97

92

Freed Up Occupied Space
(Dock, MRM, Receiving,
Hallways)

$/sq ft or
# sq ft

0

200

464

